Serg Nesterov, Full Stack Developer
serg@effectful.software | St. Petersburg, Russian Federation
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cust0dian/ | https://github.com/cust0dian
SUMMARY

Hi! I’m Serg and I build products that people love to use. I started out my professional career as a
freelance graphic and web designer, which taught me how users view and think about UIs, but I
eventually became more interested in development side of things. Since then I’ve been honing my
programming skills while leveraging my design experience to create products that people want to
use time and time again.

EXPERIENCE

Freelance, Web Designer and Developer

January 2012 — March 2014

Worked with various clients designing and developing informational websites, web applications,
and UIs for mobile apps.
Implemented several custom themes and plugins for WordPress platform
Worked with a team of designers and developers to create and refine UI for iOS app
Groove, Full Stack Developer
https://www.groovehq.com

March 2014 — September 2015

Was responsible for developing marketing website and blog, built with custom CMS on top of
Ruby on Rails.
Implemented 2 redesigns while closely working with design and marketing teams, and
achieved substantial improvements in several key marketing metrics
Worked with content team to create a system that streamlined the process of writing,
publishing, and organizing of blog articles
Groove, Senior Frontend Developer
https://www.groovehq.com

September 2015 — November 2019

Worked with a team of developers and designers on several Groove applications: shared inbox,
support widget, knowledge base.
Was part of the team responsible for a major rewrite of Rails server-rendered shared inbox
application into a system with React-based Progressive Web Application as frontend plus Rails
API and a GraphQL layer, that lead to increase in developer velocity and application
responsiveness, and created a platform for future apps
Advocated for and took initiative in implementing Storybook for a company design system
which unified designs of applications and allowed developers to iterate more quickly
Was part of (and an unofficial lead of) the Frontend Working Group, reponsible for major
frontend development decisions as well as promotion and enforcement of best-practices
SKILLS

Web Development (Expert): HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, Ruby
DevOps (Expert): Linux, Docker, Nix, Ansible, CircleCI, Selenium, Puppeteer/Playwright
Design (Advanced): Graphic design, UI/UX design, Adobe Creative Suite, Sketch

LANGUAGES

English (Fluent) , German (Working Knowledge) , Russian (Native Speaker)

INTERESTS

Recreational Mathematics, Theory of Computation, Photography

